Uncover and secure your cloud apps
for regulated companies
SAAS DATA SECURITY

SaaS discovery, classification, and remediation
Companies understand that SaaS applications aren’t always 100% secure, but often underestimate the size
of the problem and don’t know how to mitigate the risk. Establishing a forward looking SaaS security
strategy—designed to address both current and future security needs—is the goal of an Edgile engagement.
Our discovery phase delivers quick visibility into the number and type of SaaS applications in use at your
institution. We compare your profile to the list of officially permitted SaaS, and advise you on the risk and
potential mitigation strategies, helping ensure data protection across your organization.
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SaaS remediation services
To help clients stay on top of constantly changing SaaS applications usage—while complying with regulatory
requirements—our SaaS DCMRI and iGRC services provide industry-specific harmonized laws and regulations.
Integration with existing client resources—across the enterprise—is enabled for government, banking, insurance,
health and life sciences, retail and manufacturing, and energy organizations.
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Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations, providing consulting, managed
services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing on-premises and cloud programs that
increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. To learn more, visit edgile.com.

